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Abstract: The paper deals with some general iterative methods in n-metric spaces. The obtained results are more explicit than those 
known in the literature and provides error estimates when the sequence obtained on a floating-point system starts oscillating. A 
stopping criteria and error estimates at that stage are provided. An application to multi-point boundary value problems is also given. 
1. Introduction 
Motivated by the work of Perov and Kibenko [ll], on boundary value problems Bernfeld and 
Lakshmikantham [4] have indicated that “ there is more flexibility working with generalized spaces”. More 
generally the study in partially ordered spaces initiated by Kantorovich [6], in pseudometric spaces by 
Schrijder [12] (see also Collatz [5]) and several others is well known in the literature. This study has 
practical advantage as it can be applied to deduce component-wise results mainly existence-uniqueness 
regions and error estimates, e.g. see [l-3,8,15]. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide some convergence theorems in n-metric spaces which are more 
explicit than those known in the literature. In Section 2, we collect some well-known properties of square 
metrices, define n-metric and prove five theorems. The first result is the well-known contraction mapping, 
known even in more general spaces, e.g. see [5,7,12], however, we believe the present form is quite adequate 
for practical purposes. In Theorem 2.6 we generalise Weissinger’s result [17] which relaxes a condition 
needed in Theorem 2.2. Next result covers several fixed point theorems, e.g. [10,13-151, and is explicit in 
the sense that conditions are provided for an approximate iterative sequence to remain in the required ball. 
Also, it provides error estimates when the approximate sequence obtained on a floating-point system starts 
oscillating. Theorem 2.8 provides a sufficient condition by means of which one can stop the iterative 
process and finally Theorem 2.9 gives error estimates at that stage. 
In Section 3, as an application of Theorem 2.2 we obtain a more general result than of Urabe [16] about 
isolated solutions of multi-point boundary value problems. 
2. Contraction and approximate contraction 
Throughout, we shall consider inequalities between two vectors as componentwise, whereas between two 
matrices element-wise. The following well-known properties of matrices will be used frequently without 
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further mention: 
(Pl) For any square matrix A, lim,,, m A”’ = 0; if and only if p(A) < 1 where p(A) denotes the spectral 
radius of A. 
(P2) For any square matrix A, (Z-A)-’ exists and (Z-A)-’ = Xz=oA”‘; if p(A) < 1, also if A > 0. 
then (I - A)-’ > 0. If 0 < A < B and p(B) < 1, then p(A) < 1. 
(P3) For any n x n matrix A = (u,~) > 0 
(P4) For n X n matrices A, 2 0, z$,, A’ exists, then there exist p0 such that for all p 2 pO; p( AP) < 1. This 
is obvious from P3. 
(PS) 191 For square matrix A 2 0 with p(A) -C 1, let s,,, = I;l=OAm-rd,; m = 0, 1,. . . Then, limm_ms,, = 0 
if and only if lim, _ ,d, = 0. 
(P6) Let A and B be nonnegative n x n matrices with p(A), p(B) < 1. Then, S,,, = X:1, A”‘-‘B’-P tends 
to 0 as m tends to cc. 
The proof of P6 follows from the fact that S,,, =G AS,,+I + Brn+lmp and hence S,,,+, < (I - A)-‘B”‘+‘-P 
and then using Pl. 
Definition 2.1. Let E be a real linear space. Then, a mapping d from E X E into W: such that 6) d(x, _Y) = 0 
if and only if x = y for all x, y E E and (ii) d( x, y ) Q d( x, I) + d( z, y ) for all x, y, z E E is called n-metric 
and the space E is called n-metric real linear space (n-mrls in short). 
From the definition of n-metric, the properties d( x, y) > 0 and d( x, y) = d( y, x) are immediate. 
Theorem 2.1. Let E be a complete n-mrls, and let for r E R :, r>O,,?(x,,r)=(x~E:d(x,x,)~r}.LetT 
map %(x0, r) into E and 
(Cl) for UN x, y E 9(x,, r) 
d(Tx, Ty)<K,d(x,y) (2.1) 
where K, >, 0 is an n X n matrix with p(K,) < 1; 
(C2) ro=(Z-K,)-‘d(Tx,,x,)<r. (2.2) 
Then, 
(1) T has a fixed point x* in $(x0, rO); _ 
(2) x* is the unique fixedpoint of Tin S(X,, r); 
(3) the sequence {x, } defined by 
X m+l = TX,, m=O, l,... 
converges to x*, with 
d(x, xm) G K,“rO; 
(4) for any x E ?&x0, rO), x* = lim,_.,T”x. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Proof. The proof of (l)-(3) is quite s.andard and we refer to [8]. To prove (4), if x E ?(x,, r,,), then 
d(x, x0) G r, and 
d(Tx, x,)gd(Tx, Tx,)+d(Tx,, x,)~K,r,+ d(Tx,, x,)=r,; 
and hence T maps $x,, rO) into itself and T”x E s(x,, 0 r ) for all m follows by an induction argument. 
Next, for all m 
d( Tmx, x*) = d(T”‘x, TX*) < K,d( T”‘-lx, TX*) 
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and hence 
d( T”‘x, x*) < K,“‘d( x, x*>. 
Since p( K,) < 1, lim,, _ ood( T”‘x, x*) = 0. 0 
Remark 2.3. If we define s(x,, m) = E, then Theorem 2.2 guarantees the existence of x* in 3(x,. rO) and 
its uniqueness in E. 
Remark 2.4, Let x E S(x,, rO), then 
d( Tx, x,) = d( Tx, TX,) < K,,d( x, x0) = K,q,. 
- 
Thus, T maps ScxO, rO) which contains x* into .?(x,, K,r,) which also contains x* from (2.4). Next, we 
shall show that S(x,, K,r,) is a subset of s(x,. rO). For x E 9(x,, K,r,), we find 
d(x,x,),<d(x,x,)+d(x,,x,),<K,r,+d(x,,x,)=r,. 
Continuing in this way, we find T maps g(x,,,, K,“‘r,,) into s(x,,,+ 1, K,“‘+‘r,,) which also contains x*. Thus, 
any sequence { Xm } such that X,,, E S(X,,~, K,“‘r,), m = 0, 1,. . . , will converge to x*. 
Definition 2.5. Let E be a n-mrls and T map E into E. The operator T is called bounded on s<x,, r), if for 
all x, y E g(x,, r) there exist an n x n matrix K 2 0 such that 
d(Tx, T_) Q Kd(x, y). (2.5) 
The infimum of all K, which satisfy (2.5) for all x f y E %(x0, r), denoted as M is called the bound of T 
on 5(x,, r). If p(M) c 1, then Theorem 2.2 is applicable. In the next result we shall relax this condition to 
the assumption that the series XzOM, converges to an n X n matrix P, where M, is the bound of T = T’ on 
S(x,, r). 
Theorem 2.6. Let E be a complete n-mrls and T map c(x,,, r) into E and the series Xz0A4, converges to P. 
Then, if 
r0 * = Pd(Tx,, x,,) < r 
(1) both (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.2 hold; 
(2) the sequence {x, } defined by (2.3) converges to x*, with 
(2.6) 
d(x*,x,,,)< [P-;c;M,)d(TxO,xO). (2.7) 
Proof. It is easy to show that 
m+p- 1 
d(x m+pr x,>-( 1 M;d(Tx,. x0> (2.8) 
- 01 
and hence 
p-1 
db+ x0) d c M,d(Tx,, x0> d f M;d(Tx,, x,,) = r;; 
r-o i=o 
thus the sequence { xP} defined by (2.3) is contained in 9(x,, r,*). Next, since E~_,,M, converges to P, (2.8) 
implies that {x, } is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to x* E .!?(x,, r:). To show the uniqueness, 
let x** be any other fixed point of T, then since any fixed point of Tin s( x,,, r) is also a fixed point of Tk, 
we find 
d(x*, x **) = d( T k~*, Tkx**) sg M,d(x*, x**) or (I - M,)d(x*, x**) G 0. (2.9) 
Since the series E:pD-,,M, converges, there exist a k, such that for all k 2 k,, p( Mk) < 1 and hence (2.9) is 
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impossible if x* # x**. The error bound (2.7) follows from (2.8) taking p -+ 00. o 
When the iterative process (2.3) is carried out, in practice, the theoretical sequence {x,,) is approxi- 
mated by a computed sequence, say ( y, }, obtained from 
yln+r =Ay,, y,=x,, m=o, l,... (2.10) 
where A approximates T. We suppose that the following inequality is satisfied 
d( Tx, Ax) < Ad( Tx, 0) (2.11) 
for all x appearing in the computations. In (2.11) A is an n x n nonnegative matrix with p(A) -C 1. 
Theorem 2.7. Let E be a complete n-mrls and T map %(x0, r) into E and (Cl) is satisfied with a( L,) < 1, 
where L,=(I+A)K,. Then, if 
rj=rz+r,(l)<r (2.12) 
where 
r2 = (I- L,)-‘A[r,(&) +d(y,, O)] 
and 
rl(*)= *(I-K,)-‘d(y,,y,)+(Z-K,)-‘A(Z-A)-’d(y,,O), 
(1) all (l)-(4) of Theorem 2.2 hold; 
(2) the sequence1 y,,, } obtained from (2.10) remains in 3(x,, r3); 
(3) for w Y E %x0, rd 
d(x*,y)< (I-K,)-‘d(Ty,y) 
and 
(2.13) 
also, 
d(x*,y,+l> G (I- &J’t&d(y,+,,y,) +Ad(Ty,, O)]; (2.14) 
d(x*,y,,,+,) d $ G-‘d(Ty,,y,+,) +d(x*, x,+,); (2.15) 
i-o 
(4) lim ,_mym =x* if and only ifIim,,,d(Ty,, y,+,)= 0; 
(5) the sequence { y,,, } obtained from (2.10) on a floating-point system oscillates, taking a finite number of 
values after a certain y,, and for y, in such an oscillatory state it holds that 
d(y,,, x*) d r2; (2.16) 
(6) in (5) inequality (2.16) can be replaced by 
d(y,,, x*) d (I- L,)-‘Ad(x*, 0). (2.17) 
Proof. (1) We shall show that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. Since p(L,) c 1, we need to - 
show that S(x,, rO) is a subset of 9(x,,, r3). Since, 
d(%, O)<d(Tx,, Ax,)+d(Ax,,O)gAd(Tx,,O)+d(y,,O) 
we find 
d(Tx,,O)<(Z-A)-‘d(y,,O). 
Next, from (2.18) and 
d(Txo,xo)~d(Tx,,Ax,)+d(Ax,,x,)gA(I-A)-’d(y,,O)+d(y,,y,). 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
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Let x E %(x0, r,,), then from (2.19) d(x, .x0)< r,(l)< r3 and hence x E 9(x,. r3). 
(2) They, E S(x,, r3) is obvious and from (2.18) (2.19) it follows that 
~(y,,y,)dG+l? %)+W%A) 
rAd(Tx,,O)+~(Z&wx,) 
6A[d(~‘,,O)+A(l-A)-‘d(y,,O)]+d(Tx,.x,) 
d[r,(K,)+d~,> 0)] +A(~-A)-‘~Y,,O)+~Y,.Y,) 
G r, + r, ( I ) = r, 
and hencey, E 9(x,, r3). Lety,,y, ,..., y,_, E 9(x,, r3) and to complete the induction, we must show that 
y, E $(x0, r3). Since, the sequence {x, } C S(x,, rO), we find 
KY*~~z)~~MYl~ %)+mY,~ w 
<A[Wy,, Tx,)+d(%O)] +&d(~,vq) 
< L,Ad(Tx,, 0) +Ad(Tx,, 0) 
and by an easy induction 
d(y,,,, x,)< f L:-‘Ad(Tx,_,, 0). 
i=l 
Next, we have successively 
W-x,, 0) d K,d(x,, x0) +&%J, 0) 
(2.20) 
<K,(Z-I&)-‘d( x,, x0> +d(Tx,, 0) 
Q K,(Z- KJ’[d(Tx,, Ax,) +d(-k), x,)] -td(Tx,, Ax,) +d(hJ, 0) 
gK&-K,)-'d(Ax,,x,)+(Z-K,)-'Ad(Tx,,O)+d(y,,O) 
and by (2.18), we find 
d(Tx,, O)<r,(&,)+d(y,, 0). 
Using (2.21) in (2.20), to obtain 
d(y,,,, x,.,) Q : G-‘A[r,(K,) +d(y,, 011 
i-l 
< (I-L,)-‘A[r,(Ko)+d(y,, O)] =r,. 
From (2.22) and the inequality 
d(y,,yo)~d(y,,x,)+d(x,, ~~)~r~+(l-K,)-‘d(Tx,,x,); 
d( y,,,, yo) G r3 follows from (2.19). 
(3) For all x, y E 3(x,, r3), it is easy to find 
d(x,y)<(Z-K,,)-‘[d(x, Tx)+d(Ty,y)]; 
thus, if x = x* inequality (2.23) reduces to (2.13). 
Next, let y = y, + 1 in (2.13) to obtain 
d(x*,_v,,,+,) G (I- Jk-‘[d(Ty,+,+ Tu,) +d(Ty,, &,,)I 
G (Z-K,)-‘[K,d(y,+,,y,)+Ad(Ty,, O>], 
which is (2.14). 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
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Also, from 
d(x**),+,)Mx,,+,~ T~,,)+d(TY,,,Y,,+,)+d(x,,+,.x-*) 
-<K,d(x,,,Y”,)+d(TY~,~)1,~+,)+d(X,,+I,x*) 
~K,[K,d(x”,-,,Y”v,,-l)+d(~Y~,-,.Y,,)l +d(~~~,.Y~~+,)+d(x,,,,.x*). 
inequality (2.15) follows by induction. 
(4) If d(Ty,, Ym+i) + 0 as m + 00, then lim Y = x* follows from (2.15) and P5. Also, conversely, n,- 00 nt 
O,<d(Ty,,YW:,,,)<d(Q,, ~x*)+4x*,Y~,+1) 
andd(Ty,,,,y,,,+i)-+Oasm+ce. 
(5) The sequence {y,,,} is constructed on a floating-point system, therefore mutual distances of two 
distinct y,‘s cannot be smaller than a certain fixed positive constant vector. Since c?( x0, r3) is bounded, the 
number of distinct y,,,‘s must be finite. Thus, it is necessarv to happen that 
= Y Y, m+p (2.24) 
for a certain m and a positive integer p. Also, once (2.24) has happened, then Y,,,+,,+~ =Y~,+~ (4 = 1, 2,. . .). 
Hence, the sequence { y,,, } oscillates taking p values 
Ym,Yn*+l,...,Ym+p-l* (2.25) 
Let y, be one of the values given by (2.25), then since y,,,, = y,. from (2.22) we find 
d(Y0 xl+qp) G r2 (2.26) 
and (2.16) follows from (2.26) taking q --* 00. 
(6) From (2.4), we find 
d(Tx,,O)<d(Tx,, Tx*)+d(Tx*,O)~K,k+i~O+d(x*,O). 
Using (2.27) in (2.20) we obtain 
(2.27) 
d(y,,,,x,)< 5 L,m-'A[K;r,,+d(x*,O)] 
r-1 
G Lo[ FlL;“KAel]ro +(I- L,)-‘Ad(x*, 0) 
and (2.17) follows from P6 and as in part (5). 0 
In order to detect whether the iterative process (2.10) has attained an oscillatory state, it is necessary to 
store all y,‘s in the memory unit until equality (2.24) is verified. However, in practical computations we 
stop the process by the inequality 
d(Y,,Y,,-1) G wh-17 0) (2.28) 
where K, 2 0 is an n x n matrix. Naturally, K, cannot be too small, since d( y,,,, y,,_ l) does not always tend 
to zero as m + 00. The next result provides a sufficient condition for the matrix K, so that the process can 
be stopped by the criterion (2.28). 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied, and in addition p( L,) < 1, where 
L, = (I - L,)-‘A. Then, the process (2.10) can be stopped by the criterion (2.28), if 
K, >2L,(I- L,)? (2.29) 
Proof. Let Y,,,_ 1 be in oscillatory state, then Y,,, is also in an oscillatory state. Hence, from (2.17) 
d(Ym,Ynl_l),<2Lldfx*,0). (2.30) 
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Next, since 
d(x*, 0) < d(_Y”,_,. x*)+d(y,,_,.O)~L,d(~*.O~+~~~~,-~~O~ 
we find, 
d(x*, 0)~ (I-L,)-‘d(y,,,_,, 0). 
Using (2.31) in (2.30). we obtain 
d(ym,y,n-1) G 2L,(I- k)-‘d(y,,-1, 0) 
and (2.28) is satisfied from (2.29). 0 
(2.31) 
The final result in this section provides an error estimate for y, obtained by stopping the process (2.10) 
by the criterion (2.28). 
Theorem 2.9. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and inequality (2.28) holds for certain 
y, of the sequence { y,,, } obtained by the process (2.10). Then. if p ( Lo + K, ) < 1 
d(y,,,,x*)<[A+L&-L,-K,)-‘(K,+A)]d(x*,O). (2.32) 
Proof. From (2.28), it follows that 
d(y,,+,x*)<d(y,,,_,,y,,,)+d(ynl, Ty,-,)+d(Ty,+Tx*) 
d K,[d(Ym-*, x*) +4x *,O)] +A[d(Ty,_,, Tx*)+d(x*,O)] +W(Y,,-,J*) 
<(K, +L,)d(ym_,,x*)+(K, +44x*,0) 
and hence 
d(y,,,_,,x*)<(I-Lo-K,)-‘(&+A)d(x*,O). 
Next, we have successively 
(2.33) 
d(y,,,,x*)<d(y,, rr,-,)+d(Ty,-1, TX*) 
<A[d(Ty,,_,, Tx*)+d(x*,O)] +K,d(y,,,-,7x*) 
< L,d(y,,_,, x*) +Ad(x*, 0). 
Using (2.33) in (2.34) the inequality (2.32) follows. 0 
(2.34) 
Remark 2.10. Let E = R” with d( x, y) = (Ix, - y, I,. . . , (x, - y,,\). Then, all the above results are applicable 
to the system of equations x = f(x) (replacing T by f), and provide a component-wise region of 
existence-uniqueness and error estimates. 
3. An application 
Here, we shall obtain a more general result than that of Urabe [16] about the isolated solutions of the 
boundary value problem 
x’ = x(x, t), (3.1) 
;&ArJ = j (3.2) 
where t0 < t, c . . . < t N; Li, 0 G i d N are given n x n matrices and I is a given n x 1 vector. We shall also 
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study his example 
x’=x 1 23 
x;=--x,-(x,-r)3+t+0.1, 
x1( -1) = -0.9, x,(l) = 1.1, 
and show that the region of existence-uniqueness can be enlarged. 
The space E we shall consider as E = C([r,, rN], R”) with the n-metric defined as 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
which is in fact the n-norm and we shall denote it by the usual notation II.jI. 
Definition 3.1. A function a(r) defined on [lo, rN] is called an approximate solution of (3.1), (3.2) if there 
exist S and E nonnegative vectors such that 
Ila’(t)-X(i(t), r)ll<8 (3.5) 
(3.6) 
i.e. there exists a function q(r) and a constant vector I’ such that F(r) = X(?(r), r) +71(r) and E$,L,.?(t,) 
= I’ with Ilq(r)ll d S and III- /‘II G E. The 6 and E are restricted in the following. 
Theorem 3.2. With respect to (3.1), (3.2) we assume the following. 
(i) X(x, r) is conrinuourly differentiable with respect to x in D = R” x [to, r,]; 
(ii) rhere exists an approximate solution z?(r); 
(iii) there exists an n x n matrix A( r ) such rhar the fundamental solution Y( r ) ( Y(0) = I ) of 
y’=A(r)y 
exists and the matrix G defined by 
G = i L,Y( r,) 
t-0 
is nonsingular; 
(iv) there exists an n x n matrix M, z 0 such that 
llJ “IH(f, s)lds 6 M, 10 II 
where H(r, s) is the Green’s marrix for the problem (3.7) 
N 
C Lh) = 0; 
r-o 
(v) rhere exists an n x n matrix Mz > 0 such that 
/Y(r)G-‘Il< M,; 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(vi) rhere exist a positive vector r and an n X n marrix M3 > 0 such that p( K,) < 1, where K, = M, Ma and 
forallx(r)E~($r,,)= {z(r)EE: I(z-.t_II<r} 
Il.++), r> -A(r)lk 4 (3.12) 
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and 
(Z - K,)-‘( M,6 + MZ&) < r. 
Then, 
(1) there exists a solution X*(Z) of (3.1), (3.2) in .$(i, rO); 
(2) x*(t) is the unique sofution of (3.1), (3.2) in S( i, r); 
(3) the sequence {x,,,(t)} defined by 
(3.13) 
x,+,(t)= Y(t)G-ll+j**H( t,s)[X(x,(s),s)-A(s)x,(s)]ds, m=O,l,... 
*o 
(3.14) 
wirh x,(t) = a(t), conuerges to x*(t) with 
11x*(t) -x,(t)ll< KC%,; (3.15) 
(4) for x,(t) = x(t) E g(i, rO) the iterative process (3.13) converges to x*(t) where rO = (Z - Ko)-‘llxl - 
iI/. 
Proof. First we note that the approximate solution 2(t) can be expressed as 
i(t) = Y(t)G-‘f’+~‘“H(t. s)[ X(2(s), s) -A(s)+) +q(s)]ds. 
(0 
(3.16) 
We shall show that the operator T defined as 
TX(t) = Y(t)G-‘l+/%(t, s)[ X(x(s), s) -A(s)x(s)]ds 
‘0 
(3.17) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. For this it is clear that T maps g(zZ, r) into E and for all x(t), 
y(t) E g(a, r), we find 
TX(t) - T_(t) =/‘“Htt, s)[X(x(s), s) -A(s)xts) - X(y(s>, s) +A(s)y(s)]ds 
to 
= /“‘Z-Jtt, s) I’{ J(xb) +@(y(s) -x(s))) -Ab)}(x(s) -y(.+M ds 
IiJ 1 0 I 
and hence, from (3.10), (3.12) and the fact that x(r) + e(y(t> -x(t)) E S(z?, r), we obtain 
IlTx - TYII G 4411~ -YII = &llx -YII 
which is (2.1). Next, from (3.16) 
T_?(t)--.?(t)=Tx,(t)-x,(t)= Y(t)G-‘(I-[‘)+j%Z(t,s)(-.rl(s))ds 
f0 
and hence from (3.10), (3.11) we find 
II% - +,I1 < M,E + MJ; 
thus, from (3.13) 
r~=(Z-Ko)-‘IITx,-x,llrr 
which is (2.2). •I 
For the problem (3.3) (3.4) as in [16], we choose a(t)= [t + 0.1, llT and obtain; 6 = [0, 10e31T, 
E = [0, OIT. Next, we take 
Atf)=( _; ;) 
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and obtain 
Y(t) = 
i 
cos(r + 1) sin(t + 1) 
-sin(r+ 1) cos(l+l)j’ ‘=( ios2 Yi,,j. i sin(1 - t) cos(1 + s) -sin(l - r) sin(1 + s) sin 2 H( t, S) = I -cos(l - t) cos(1 + s) I cos(1 - r) sin(1 + s) ’ -l<s<t<l, i - sin(1 + t) cos(1 - S) -sin(l + r) sin(1 -s) -cos(l + t) cos(1 -S) i -cos(l + r) sin(1 -s) ’ -1 <rr..r<l. 
11 j--,I”‘[, s) ]dslj < & ( ; ; s!!lll- sin ’ ) G ( ;‘;;;; ;‘,“i;;) = MI. 
,,Y(r)G-l(ic&(; ;)cl.l0005(; ;)=& 
Ii 
0 0 0 0 
IlJM4~ 1) -A(t)11 = J(&) _ 42 0 3(0.1 + r,)* 0 
=M3 
for (x, t) such that 11x - 211~ r, t E [ - 1, 11 
Thus, the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied if 
X = 2.5971(0.1 + rr)’ < 1 
and the condition (3.13), which reduces to 
0.8657 x 1O-3 
1-X 
G rl 
and 
1o-3 1.5822 + 
[ 
4.11(0.1 + r,)* 
l-h 1 G r2. 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
Condition (3.18) is satisfied if 0 < rl < 0.52, whereas (3.19) if 
8.9... x1o-3 <r, ( 9.0 x 1o-3 (3.21) 
and hence both if (3.21) holds. Also, if r, satisfies (3.21), then 0.0306 <A < 0.0308 and from (3.20), 
1.6326 x lo-‘< r,. 
Thus, from Theorem 3.2: 
(1) there exists a solution x*(r) of (3.3), (3.4) in g(a, rO)= {(x,, x2): Ix, - t - 0.11~ 8.9 X lo-‘, 
lx2 - I] < 1.6326 x 10-3}; 
(2) x*(r) is the unique solution of (3.3), (3.4) in s( .?, r) = {(x,, x2): Ix, - f - 0.11 < 9.0 X 10e3, IX2 - 1) 
< 00); 
(3) the following error estimates are valid 
]x;( t) - xlm( r)] < (0.0308)” x 8.9 x lo-“, 
Ix;(t) -x2,,(t)]< (0.0308)+ x 8.0189 x 10-5. 
In [16] Urabe concludes existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3.3), (3.4) in the disc {(x1, ~2): 
((x1 - t - 0.1)2 + (x2 - 1)2)‘/2 < 0) where 2.3656.. . x 10e3 G 8 ZG 2.4 x 10e3, which is properly contained 
in the strip obtained in our conclusion (2). 
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